USCDiv3 Questions for ONC

**RelatedPerson**
- One use case is for record location - matching on associated records
- Mother's maiden name
- Different than Care Team member
- Could also include family member medical history
- Leaning towards using header participant
  - Create a new template
  - Fix assignedEntity/@classCode to "PRS"
  - assignedEntity/code = Personal and Legal Relationship Type Value Set (matches FHIR RelatedPerson.relationship)
  - assignedEntity/assignedPerson/name

**Benjamin Flessner** - Requests example using this template to represent "mother's maiden name" (note - not maiden name under recordTarget/name, but "mother's" maiden name)
- Consider allowing other RoleClass codes in @classCode (so existing implementations of NOK and ECON continue to work)

**Assessments**
- Where does Disability Status go? What's the difference between it and Functional/Mental status
- AI - Disability under Social History doesn't make sense
- The eICR template is only 6 boolean questions (value set is questions for code; value is boolean)
  - ONC desire does include these 6 questions, but not constrained to ONLY these
  - These data elements are more about processing the assessments; not so much about the outcomes / resultant diagnoses
    - Example - is disability affecting their ability to receive care
- Will create a new set of observations / assessments to be placed in functional status section

**Pregnancy**
- Where would "intent to become pregnant" go?
  - C-CDA Supplemental Templates has "Pregnancy Intention in Next Year" but it's not limited to year